Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Would you liked butter gravee or jelly on your biscuit

2. Amelia helps her mom with the dishs yesterday

3. Circle the linking verbs in the sentences below.
   The front door is open.  The kids are excited to play.

4. Add ed to the words below. Remember your spelling rules.
   love ____________  plop ____________

5. Write the past-tense of the words below.
   say _______  jump _______  see _______  do _______

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Don’t be late for super, sayed dad

2. Doed you bring you’re pencil paper and pen today

3. Circle the adjectives in the sentence below.
   A big, black dog barked at the skinny cat.

4. Show the correct alphabetical (ABC) order by writing numbers on the line.
   ___ apple    ___ ate    ___ about    ___ adding

5. Which word best completes BOTH sentences. Circle ONE word.
   Would you like a ___________ with dinner?  Don’t ________ in the mud.
   drink  step  dessert  jump  roll
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Sam wrote a letter to his pen pal in Texas

2. Someone took my money, said Garrett

3. Circle the adjectives in the sentence below.
   Three red birds ate the little worms.

4. Show the correct alphabetical (ABC) order by writing numbers on the line.
   __ tall __ lady __ turkey __ ten

5. Divide the compounds words into the smaller words with a /.
   door knob button hole mailbox star fish

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. I want to go to blue crab for dinner

2. Anna used a magnet paper clip and hammer for her experiment

3. Circle the correct word to show they had to build it again.
   We had to (rebuild) the tree house after the storm

4. Circle the homophones below.
   blue purple new gnu red knew

5. Divide the words into syllables with a /. Circle the open syllable.
   minus secret yogurt diner human
Use editing marks to correct the paragraphs. Rewrite the paragraphs.

we are makin cup cakes for me birth day mom says i need flour sugar eggs butter and milk me and my sister wants chocolate icing so our mom want vanilla i think we will make both

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. the stars was shinin brighy last night

2. bring me a pencil and a note book

3. Circle the adjective that tells how many.

   My dad bought several candy bars and small drinks at the store.

4. Divide the compounds words into the smaller words with a /.

   downstair s doorbell firewood haystack

5. Circle the adjectives below.

   bookcase many red fish stinky several